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Introduction

A Connection between Chronic Hyperventilation and 
Metabolic Acidosis

Hyperventilation happens most often to people 15 to 55 years old 
[1]. When a person is under stress, their breathing pattern changes. 
Typically, an anxious person takes small, shallow breaths, using 
their shoulders rather than their diaphragm to move air in and out 
of their lungs. This style of breathing (hyperventilation) causes blood 
concentration of carbon dioxide (PaCO2) to fall below healthy levels, a 
condition called hypocapnia [2,3].

In normal subjects, a decrease in PaCO2 (hypocapnia) induced 
via hyperventilation, elicits two responses with opposing effects on 
blood pH. In the short term, a decrease in PaCO2 will increase pH of 
extracellular fluid (respiratory alkalosis). Over a longer period (2 to 
6 hours), however, sustained hypocapnia is further compensated by 
renal response - renal net acid (renal ammonium and titratable acid) 
excretion decreases, resulting in a reduction in plasma bicarbonate 
and extracellular fluid acidosis [4,5]. Low-grade metabolic acidosis 
is a condition characterized by a slight decrease in blood pH, 
within the range considered normal. Chronic hyperventilation and 
acidogenic diets when coupled with an age-related decline in kidney 
function of normal humans (due to failure to excrete the normal acid 
load generated by protein metabolism) may further influence the 
occurrence of such a condition.
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If these conditions occur in a prolonged, chronic way, low-grade 
metabolic acidosis can become significant and predispose to metabolic 
imbalances as well as the increased risk of chronic diseases [6].

It is conceivable that as an individual ages blood acidity will be 
regulated at progressively higher levels and plasma bicarbonate 
concentration and PaCO2 at progressively lower levels.

Such progressively worsening metabolic acidosis, however mild, 
might over time have deleterious effects, perhaps contributing to the 
pathogenesis of many of the physiologic disturbances and degenerative 
diseases of aging. Yet, practically no attention has been given to the effect 
of age on the acid-base composition of the blood in healthy subjects [7].

Breathing Retraining

The most common cause of respiratory alkalosis (hypocapnia) is 
hyperventilation, which causes more carbon dioxide to be exhaled 
out. If the cause is anxiety, various breathing exercises might help slow 
breathing and reduce hyperventilation [8]. There is good evidence 
that breathing rehabilitation is a useful method for achieving reduced 
anxiety/panic levels [9].

Respiratory Alkalosis (Hypocapnia) – Cause and 
Consequences

Respiratory alkalosis is a pathology that is secondary to 
hyperventilation [10]. The decrease in PaCO2 (hypocapnia) develops 
when a strong respiratory stimulus (i.e., anxiety or fear) causes the 
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respiratory system to remove more carbon dioxide than is produced 
metabolically in the tissues [11].

Respiratory alkalosis (hypocapnia) can be acute or chronic [10]. 
In acute respiratory alkalosis, the PaCO2 level is below the lower limit 
of normal and the serum pH is alkalemic [11]. However, in chronic 
respiratory alkalosis, a common acid-base disturbance [5], the PaCO2 
level is below the lower limit of normal, but the pH level is relatively 
normal or near normal due to compensatory mechanisms [11]. 
Since renal compensation for chronic respiratory alkalosis involves 
a decrease in HCO3 – reabsorption. It may also mean you have: 
Metabolic acidosis [12,13].

Potential Causes of Low-grade Metabolic Acidosis in 
Normal Subjects

Our modern lifestyle, which involves some combination of, (1) 
Chronic psychogenic hyperventilation as a result of the stress one 
experiences while sitting still and, (2) the acidogenic diet we eat, are 
the two main root causes for the development of low-grade metabolic 
acidosis.

Additionally, age-related renal functional decline in healthy older 
adults is another risk factor [7,14].

Pathogenesis

(1) Chronic Psychogenic Hyperventilation

Does persistent hypocapnia cause metabolic acidosis? The answer 
is yes! Because:

Since chronic respiratory alkalosis is a common acid–base 
disturbance characterized by a primary and sustained decrease 
in arterial carbon dioxide tension (PaCO2) - that is, by primary 
hypocapnia due to hyperventilation.

A decrease in PaCO2 (hypocapnia) elicits two responses with opposing 
effects on blood pH. In the short term, a decrease in PaCO2 alkalinizes 
extracellular fluid. Over a longer period (6 to 72 hours), however, renal 
acid excretion is inhibited, resulting in a reduction in plasma bicarbonate 
that acidifies extracellular fluid and thereby corrects blood pH toward 
normal. Furthermore, stimulation of the medullary respiratory center 
in metabolic acidosis induces secondary hyperventilation, resulting in a 
decrease in PaCO2 (secondary hypocapnia) [5].

We live in modern times, and we are exposed to the modern 
lifestyle - the most dangerous aspects of which are the inordinate 
amount of stress we experience while sitting still and the fake foods we 
eat [15]. It is important to note that according to research studies, over 
90% of the modern population have chronic hyperventilation hidden 
in the modern lifestyle [16].

In normal subjects, chronic hyperventilation lowers plasma 
bicarbonate concentration (metabolic acidosis), primarily by 
inhibiting renal ammoniagenesis and the urinary excretion of net acid 
in response to persistent hypocapnia (PaCO2) [4,5].

(2) Acidogenic Diet

Our dietary habits tend to tip the balance towards acidification. 

Diets with high acid load produces changes in the acid base balance. 
There is an association between low-grade metabolic acidosis with 
the development of age-related diseases (i.e., hypertension, diabetes, 
chronic kidney disease etc.) [17]

Several studies have indicated the influence of low-grade metabolic 
acidosis on health outcomes, and diet is one of the factors that directly 
influence this condition [18].

(3) Age-related Renal Functional Decline

In normal adult humans eating ordinary American diets, systemic 
acid-base equilibrium is maintained within narrow limits from day to 
day, despite a continuing input of precursors of fixed acids in the diet.

Day-to-day stability of acid-base composition of the systemic 
circulation is critically dependent on excretion of acid in urine, the 
steady-state rate of which is adjusted by the healthy kidney in keeping 
with the prevailing rate of endogenous acid production.

Considering that renal functional integrity progressively declines 
with age which limit the adaptive mechanisms responsible for 
maintaining acid-base homeostasis, it is quite conceivable that as an 
individual ages, blood acidity will be regulated at progressively higher 
levels.

Such progressively worsening metabolic acidosis, however mild, 
might over time have deleterious effects, perhaps contributing to the 
pathogenesis of many of the physiologic disturbances and degenerative 
diseases of aging. Therefore, the role of age-related metabolic acidosis 
in the pathogenesis of the degenerative diseases of aging warrants 
consideration [7,14].

Chronic Metabolic Acidosis – Functional Disorders in 
Elderly Persons

Age-related metabolic acidosis is a chronic condition that 
many people in the Western world have but do not realize it [18]. 
Metabolic acidosis has been associated with a range of physiological 
derangements of importance to the health of older people such as: [19]

(i)Metabolic Alterations

Metabolic disorders of high concern in today’s society include 
obesity, insulin resistance and diabetes, hypoxia and oxidative stress, 
chronic inflammation, metabolic acidosis and metabolic syndrome, 
hormone imbalance, kidney disease, cardiovascular disease, excess 
calcium excretion and osteoporosis, and cancers of all kinds [20,21].

(ii) Organ Dysfunction

Acidosis may adversely affect renal function, cardiovascular health, 
muscle function and bone health, and impairments in these organ 
systems would be expected to have an adverse impact on physical 
function and quality of life - key outcomes for aged people [19].

(iii) Premature Aging and an Increased Risk of Death

Chronic tissue acidosis accelerates the ageing process and creates 
an environment conducive to the development of a number of diseases 
[22]. Stated otherwise, acidosis is the first step towards premature 
aging and accelerated oxidative cascades of cell wall destruction [23].
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As an individual ages blood acidity will be regulated at 
progressively higher levels and plasma bicarbonate concentration and 
PaCO2 at progressively lower levels.

Such progressively worsening metabolic acidosis, however 
mild, might over time have deleterious effects, perhaps contributing 
to the pathogenesis of many of the physiologic disturbances and 
degenerative diseases of aging. Yet, practically no attention has been 
given to the effect of age on the acid-base composition of the blood in 
healthy subjects [7].

Solution of the Problem?

Treating age-related metabolic acidosis with lower CO2 levels is 
obviously a matter of raising carbon dioxide levels in the blood [24]. 
If your CO2 levels are too low, the first step your doctor will take is 
treating the underlying condition (hyperventilation) that is causing 
the imbalance [25]. How does one do that? The answer is already 
obvious. Hold your breath. Practice pranayama [15].

According to Patanjali, the founder of Yoga philosophy, 
pranayama is the gradual cessation of breathing. The eventual goal of 
pranayama is the complete suspension of the breath for as long as the 
practitioner wishes [26]. Holding your breath also causes the amount 
of carbon dioxide building up in your body [27]. Depending on your 
ability to tolerate CO2, you can become a super-healthy person [15]. 
Remember, self-induced mild hypoventilation is said to have some 
benefits, but of course uncontrolled or long-term hypoventilation is 
to be avoided [28]. It is best to maintain a normal relaxed breathing 
pattern whenever you are consciously aware of your breathing [29]. 
Fortunately, we also have the power to deliberately change our own 
breathing [2].

Benefits of Pranayama?

Scientific studies have shown that controlling your breath can 
help to manage stress and stress-related conditions [2] by normalizing 
the baseline levels of carbon dioxide (eucapnia) in the blood, making 
people less prone to hyperventilation [30].

Furthermore, practicing pranayama (breath regulation or breath 
control) can enhance quality of life and aid in longevity [31-33]. Other 
beneficial effects might involve a reduction of distress, blood pressure, 
and improvements in resilience, mood, and metabolic regulation [34].

In conclusion, it can be safely assumed that controlling or reversing 
low-grade metabolic acidosis, by yoga breathing exercises and dietary 
interventions, is likely to be an important way to prevent, or reduce 
the severity of age-related diseases.

Reversing Age-related Metabolic Acidosis - An Intervention

It is important to note that by working on the continuum of yogic 
breath challenge, CO2 tolerance, and renal compensation of respiratory 
acidosis, the goal of prevention or correction of metabolic acidosis 
can be achieved. Respiratory challenge is the modification of arterial 
carbon dioxide concentration to induce a change in cerebral function 
or metabolism. You can experiment with breath hold exercises in order 
to increase your CO2 tolerance. Although breathing is something your 
body naturally does, it’s also a skill that can be sharpened [35].

The yogic technique of respiratory challenge is based on a 
simple modification of respiratory rate, including breath hold [36]. 
Notably, rapid increase in Pa,CO2 evokes an immediate response 
by hyperventilation to restore normality. However, a more gradual 
increase in Pa, CO2 allows renal compensation to occur [37].

Improved CO2 tolerance reduces the urge to breathe and 
controlled breath holding (hypoventilation) will build CO2 endurance 
[28]. Research has shown that lower chemosensitivity to hypercapnia 
in yoga practitioners may be due to an adaptation to low arterial pH 
and high PaCO2 for long periods [38,39].

Because renal compensation of respiratory acidosis occurs by 
increased urinary excretion of acid (hydrogen ions) and resorption 
of HCO3

− [40]. By adjusting the amounts of hydrogen ions secreted 
in the urine and reabsorption of bicarbonate ions from the urine back 
to the blood, kidneys balance the blood pH, and [41] as a result, in a 
compensated respiratory acidosis, although the PCO2 is high, the pH 
is within normal range [42], [43-45].

Since, breathing is an automatic function of the body that is 
controlled by the respiratory centre of the brain. When we feel stressed, 
our breathing rate and pattern changes as part of the ‘fight-or-flight 
response’. Fortunately, we also have the power to deliberately change 
our own breathing [2]. Hence changing your breathing to a normal 
pattern can restore healthy CO2, which will eliminate symptoms of 
hyperventilation [29]. Further, by adjusting the speed and depth 
of breathing, the brain and lungs are able to regulate the blood pH 
minute by minute [46,47].

Biomedical Importance of Carbon Dioxide

CO2 plays various roles in the human body including regulation 
of blood pH, respiratory drive, and affinity of hemoglobin for oxygen 
(O2). Fluctuations in CO2 levels are highly regulated and can cause 
disturbances in the human body if normal levels are not maintained, 
[48] causing disruption of enzyme function, loss of insulin sensitivity, 
and cellular metabolic adaptations [49].

Benefits of Carbon Dioxide

Carbon Dioxide Dependent Signal Transduction

Research shows that changes in CO2 influence cellular function 
through modulation of signal transduction networks. Additionally, 
there is significant cross-talk between these signal transduction 
pathways as they respond to changes in CO2 [50-52].

Elevated CO2 regulates the Wnt signaling pathway in mammals 
[53]. The Wnt signaling pathway is one pathway that may contribute 
to aging [54]. Downregulation of Wnt signaling is an early signal for 
formation of facultative heterochromatin and onset of senescence in 
primary human cells [55].

Natural Sedative and Tranquilizer

CO2 is a powerful natural sedative and tranquilizer [56]. Carbon 
dioxide calms the nervous system, reducing depression, anxiety, and 
even the symptoms of epilepsy [57].
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While considering the mental health of people, the most missing 
chemical in the human brain is CO2 [29]. Because a lack of CO2 in 
the brain leads to “spontaneous and asynchronous firing of neurons” 
(medical quote) “inviting” virtually all mental and psychological 
abnormalities.

In conscious humans, research findings suggest that increased CO2 
levels (mild hypercapnia) cause a reduction in the resting-state neural 
activity of the brain, which in turn, enters a lower arousal state [58].

Bioavailability of Oxygen

Carbon dioxide is essential for internal respiration in a human 
body [59]. Increase in the blood concentration of carbon dioxide 
lowers hemoglobin’s affinity for oxygen, which in turn, enhances the 
unloading of oxygen into tissues to meet the oxygen demand of the 
tissue. The Bohr effect describes hemoglobin’s lower affinity for oxygen 
secondary to increases in the partial pressure of carbon dioxide and/or 
decreased blood pH [60].

Gardian of the pH

Carbon dioxide is a guardian of the pH of the blood, which is 
essential for survival. The buffer system in which carbon dioxide plays 
an important role is called the bicarbonate buffer system. It is an acid-
base homeostatic mechanism in order to maintain pH in the blood, 
among other tissues, to support proper metabolic function [59,61].

Anaplerosis

CO2 is a ubiquitous product of cellular metabolism and an essential 
substrate for carboxylation reactions, required for refueling the TCA 
cycle via oxaloacetate during growth on glycolytic carbon (pyruvate) 
sources. Remember, De novo protein synthesis is required for adaptive 
response to oxidative and other types of stress, indicating that newly 
synthesized protective proteins are necessary for adaptation [62].

Cardiovascular System

CO2 is helpful in dilating the smooth muscle tissues, and it 
regulates the cardiovascular system [63].

Breathing

Breathing is exquisitely sensitive to the alteration in the CO2 
tension of the blood [64]. Regularity and Smoothness of Breathing are 
controlled by CO2 [56].

Bicarbonate (Electrolytes) in Cell Volume Regulation

Bicarbonate (a form of CO2) belongs to a group of electrolytes, 
which help keep your body hydrated and make sure your blood has 
the right amount of acidity [65]. Compared to the widely studied roles 
of sodium, potassium, and chloride in cell volume regulation, the 
effects of proton and bicarbonate are less understood [66].

Bicarbonate Dependent Soluble Adenylyl Cyclase Activity

As Soluble adenylyl cyclase (sAC) activity is stimulated by 
HCO3(-). In the absence of sAC, lysosomes fail to fully acidify, 
lysosomal degradative capacity is diminished, autophagolysosomes 
accumulate [67].

Numerous Other Benefits of CO2

Fat-burning

Carbon dioxide increases fat burning through the peroxisomes. 
When the carbon dioxide levels are low, there is less activity in the 
peroxisomes [68].

Antioxidant

Carbon dioxide is an antioxidant and prevents oxidative stress. 
CO2 interacts both with reactive nitrogen species and reactive oxygen 
species. Several mechanisms have been suggested to explain the 
protective role of CO2 in vivo [69].

Anti-inflammatory Effects

CO2 reduces inflammation throughout the entire body [15]. Recent 
advances have identified the repression of the NF-κB transcriptional 
pathway by CO2 in a manner which may be of therapeutic benefit in 
chronic inflammatory disease [70].

Antimicrobial Activity

Carbon dioxide gas is an antiviral, antibacterial, and anti-infection 
agent effective not only on solid surfaces but also in aqueous solutions 
and water treatment settings [71].

Bone Mineralization

Ancient yogis enjoyed a reputation for having incredibly strong, 
“unbreakable” bones.

Decongestant

It relieves nose and sinus congestion.

Improved Digestion

CO2 stimulates hydrochloric acid production in the stomach.

Cancer Prevention

Carbon dioxide helps oxygen to pass into cells. When cells are 
properly oxygenated, they are more likely to burn energy efficiently.

Healthy Skin

It helps the skin maintain itself, giving you a soft, buoyant glow, 
as opposed to the sunken, dry pallor of a stressed-out asthma sufferer.

Carbon Dioxide Structures Water

It is the body’s ability to structure water when it has a healthy dose 
of carbon dioxide to combine with oxygen and electrolytes. The body 
becomes a living battery filled with an electrical charge! This is the 
true magic behind holding the breath. Structured water also acts like a 
liquid crystal, and it conducts electricity like a superconductor.

Performance

CO2 increases blood flow. There is a relationship between blood 
flow volume and muscle fatigue, and increased blood flow reduced 
muscle fatigue. Second, Overtime, increased CO2 stimulates the 
mitochondria in your cells to multiply. The more mitochondria you 
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have, the more energy you have increasing your level of performance 
in everything you do [15].

Solvent Power

Forming an acid as it dissolves in water, carbon dioxide increases 
the solvent powers of many substances. The oxygen in the atmosphere 
becomes available to living cells as it is dissolved in the liquid medium 
outside and inside the cell [72,73].

Plasma Membrane Permeability

CO2 not only freely diffuses through the cellular membrane, it 
may also accumulate in the same, thus increasing its permeability 
and fluidity [74]. Cell membrane plays a very important role in the 
maintenance of cellular homeostasis. On the one hand, the membrane 
prohibits the entry of toxic or unwanted substances. On the other 
hand, it also prevents the exit of important or useful substances [75].

Gene Expression

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is sensed by cells and can trigger signals 
to modify gene expression in different tissues leading to changes in 
organismal functions [53]. While the effects of in vivo hypercapnia 
on gene expression are likely to occur in part through indirect 
mechanisms such as altered neuronal activity or the release of stress 
hormones, recent evidence suggests that CO2 may also directly 
regulate gene expression through the NF-κB pathway [76].

Vagus Nerve Stimulation

Carbon dioxide produces a vagotropic effect. Since carbon dioxide 
has a direct effect on the nuclei of vagus nerves and exerts a stimulating 
effect [77]. Furthermore, cardiac slowing by hypercapnia occurs 
through a direct effect of CO2 rather than pH and that the mechanism 
has both central and peripheral mediation; the former transmitted by 
vagal pathway with a specific site of action at the sinus node [78].

Increasing your vagal tone activates the parasympathetic nervous 
system, and having higher vagal tone means that your body can relax 
faster after stress to overcome anxiety and depression, and better 
manage them when they arise.

Studies have revealed that slow respiration and extended exhalation 
stimulate vagus nerve. This results in parasympathetic nervous system 
(PNS) over sympathetic nervous system (SNS) dominance, structural 
and functional changes in higher cortical areas through autonomic 
projections, and is thus responsible for effects on physical health, 
mental health and cognition [79].

Summary

When the body becomes more acidic with age blood carbon 
dioxide concentration will be regulated at increasingly lower levels [7].

A lack of carbon dioxide is itself a starting point for different 
disturbances in the body. If carbon dioxide deficiency continues for a long 
time then it can be responsible for diseases, ageing and even cancer [80].

Internal acid–base homeostasis is fundamental for maintaining 
life. Normal acid-base homeostasis requires that both CO2 and HCO3

− 

(a form of CO2) be normal [81].

Continuously produced through respiration - we produce about 
1.0 kg of CO2 per day - it forms the bicarbonate/CO2 pair, our main 
physiological buffer [82].

The carbon dioxide–bicarbonate system is important in 
maintaining homeostatic control, which regulates an organism’s 
internal environment and maintains a stable, constant condition of 
properties like temperature, pH, heart rate, blood pressure, satiety 
(fullness), and circadian rhythms (sleep and wake cycles) [83].

Important

Chronically low CO2 levels may be associated with health risks:

When the blood is acidic and HCO3- levels are low, the body’s natural 
response is to increase its breathing rate. By breathing faster, more CO2 is 
exhaled out of the body, which decreases CO2 blood levels [25].

A lack of carbon dioxide is itself a starting point for different 
disturbances in the body. If carbon dioxide deficiency continues for a 
long time then it can be responsible for diseases, ageing and even cancer 
[80].

Treating age-related metabolic acidosis with lower CO2 levels is 
obviously a matter of raising carbon dioxide levels in the blood [50].

In conclusion, Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a fundamental 
physiological gas [24]. Therefore, CO2 homeostasis is indispensable 
for life [84]. “The theory of life, in brief, is such that carbon dioxide is 
the basic nutrition of every life form on Earth.... It acts as the regulator 
of all functions in the organism, it maintains the internal environment 
of the organism, it is the vitamin of all vitamins.” Dr. K. P. Buteyko 
[85].

Yale University applied physiology professor Yandell Henderson 
considered carbon dioxide as a “chief hormone of the entire body; it 
is the only one that is produced by every tissue and that probably acts 
on every organ.”

From naturopathic doctors (ND’s) perspectives, carbon dioxide 
can indeed be seen as the missing link in dealing with stress. They 
have explored how depleted carbon dioxide, or hypocapnia, can have 
a role in altering pH levels, disrupting oxygen delivery to the tissues, 
and perpetuating stress [86].
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